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SESSION DESCRIPTION

• This session will explain what the “cloud” is 
in cloud computing and cloud storage

• Issues to be aware of when using a cloud-
based vendor

• What to look for when reviewing and 
negotiating a contract with a cloud-based 
vendor
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Not the Cloud We’re Talking About
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What is the “cloud”?

• NIST defined “Cloud Computing” in Special 
Publication 800-145 in Sep. 2011

• Here’s the first sentence of 7 page document:
The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing Cloud computing is a 
model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network 
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., 
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be 
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort 
or service provider interaction.

• There are 5 essential characteristics, 3 service 
models & 4 deployment models
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What is the “cloud” (cont’d.)

• Five essential characteristics
 on-demand self-service
 broad network access
 resource pooling
 rapid elasticity or expansion
 measured service
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What is the “cloud” (cont’d.)

• Three service models
 software
 platform
 infrastructure
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What is the “cloud” (cont’d.)

• Four deployment models
 private
 community
 public
 hybrid
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Why we need to be concerned about 
due diligence?

• All cloud providers are not created equal.  Only a handful 
have been in business for a number of years and privacy 
and security postures vary

• Outsourcing data or applications to a cloud provider does 
not mean you should be “hands off.”  You need to conduct 
due diligence and monitor vendor’s performance.  You are 
ultimately responsible for the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of patients’ information

• Privacy and security go hand in hand and help preserve 
confidentiality, integrity and availability of information
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Due diligence: selecting the cloud 
vendor

• Business due diligence is as important as technical due 
diligence.  Do this before you start contract negotiations.

• Due diligence considerations include the following:
 How long has vendor been in business?
 Is vendor publicly traded or a wholly owned subsidiary?
 Does vendor have financial wherewithal to step up to the plate for data or 

privacy breaches?
 Ask to see vendor’s disaster recovery plan (if it exists)
 Need to really check references (not just those supplied by vendor)

 Talk to conference attendees
 Attend user-group meetings if possible
 Review vendor’s reputation in the industry (e.g., KLAS surveys or other 

reliable third party surveys or rankings)
 What is the turnover rate of vendor’s employees?
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Due diligence: selecting the cloud 
vendor (cont’d.)
How safe is your data?

• Where is it actually stored?  Inside or outside of the United 
States?

• Does vendor intend to use your data, even if “deidentified”?
• Ability to access & download data as needed
• Is data stored in proprietary format or readily readable and 

convertible to other systems?
• Has vendor demonstrated ability to successfully create 

interfaces (if needed) to your particular system(s)?
• Ability to use system if no Internet access
• What happens if vendor goes bankrupt or out of business?
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Due diligence: selecting the cloud 
vendor (cont’d.)
Technical due diligence considerations include the 
following:
• Does vendor have any third party certifications (e.g., 

FedRAMP or SSAE16 SOC 2)?

• Where is vendor located?

 Ascertain specific, physical location

 Where is the data center located?

 Where are the disaster recovery sites located?

• Review vendor’s privacy and security policies & procedures
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Due diligence: selecting the cloud 
vendor (cont’d.)
Technical due diligence (cont’d):
• Ability to audit vendor’s activities

• How long does it take to restore information and where would 
you be in the queue, if there were a need to restore?

• When was the last time vendor conducted a risk assessment 
and is the report available for review?

• Has vendor had any breaches?

• Does vendor use encryption for data at rest, in motion and 
archived?

 Consider add-on encryption services
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Due diligence: selecting the cloud 
vendor (cont’d.)
Technical due diligence (cont’d):
• Does vendor use differential, incremental and whole backups?

 Are the backups verified to ensure their integrity?
 Is the media rotated and refreshed?

• What, if any, third party subcontractors does the cloud 
provider use?

• Will vendor have administrative access to the remotely hosted 
application, data and/or virtual machine?

• Review online resources, e.g., HIMSS Privacy and Security 
Toolkit, HIMSS Cloud Security Toolkit, HIMSS Risk 
Assessment Toolkit & others freely available
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Due diligence: selecting the cloud 
vendor (cont’d.)

Technical due diligence (cont’d):
• Has vendor built the software using a secure coding standard 

(e.g., CERT Secure Coding Initiative)?

• Has vendor built the software with security in mind, with 
testing and validation along with threat modeling?

 Software not built with security in mind can be difficult to manage 
as new vulnerabilities are discovered (i.e., patch management, 
especially with large numbers of updates)

• How frequently does vendor issue updates?
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Due diligence: selecting the cloud 
vendor (cont’d.)

Technical due diligence (cont’d):
• Is vendor’s supply chain secure?

• Who is the actual developer of the software?

 Vendor may be a licensee of the actual software developer

 This may result in intellectual property issues

• Is the software user-friendly (intuitive interface, minimal 
number of clicks, etc.)?

• How many workforce members can be trained on the software 
(e.g., super users)?
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Cloud Contract Review Issues
Preliminary Considerations:
• Are all of vendor’s promises & representations included in the 

contract?
• Are your organization’s expectations and requirements 

reflected in the contract?
• What kinds of remedies make sense if vendor does not 

perform?  Is termination a practicable alternative?
• Request a copy of vendor’s standard agreement for services 

or a copy of the software license agreement, as applicable.
• Review the agreement and determine if it reflects the agreed 

upon business terms.
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)

• Never accept vendor’s standard form contract as the final 
word.  Remember that everything is negotiable!

• Understand pricing & payment structure
 What is included/excluded?  What are pricing metrics (users, 

PCs, devices, etc.)?

 Price increase limitations

 Include milestone or ramp-up payments until software/services 
are fully operational post go-live

 Tie payments to achieving operational goals to give maximum 
vendor alignment with your success

 Consequence of vendor’s failure to comply with milestones
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)

Focus on important contract areas
• Definitions

 Customer

 Affiliate

 Documentation

 First Productive Use (“FPU”) or Go-Live

 Software

 System

 Third Party Software

• Initial term of agreement; renewal terms
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)
• Training
• Scope of license (e.g., use in connection with ACOs 

& HIEs)
 Ability to process data for non-employed physicians and 

other healthcare providers who have staff privileges
 Ability to expand & contract; “organic” growth
 eDiscovery

• Acceptance testing
 Include both pre-live & post-FPU
 Permit vendor to have X attempts or X days to fix 

problems

 Right to terminate & receive full refund of all monies paid
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)

Warranties

• Compliance with Documentation & specifications

• Interoperability / Interfaces

• Compliance with applicable laws & regulations (incl. 
Meaningful Use)

• Compatibility with customer’s existing systems

• No viruses, disabling code, security protections

• No withholding of access or data by vendor
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)

Warranties
• Everything needed is included

• Vendor is not involved in litigation

• All EHR software complies with HITECH, if 
applicable

• Restrictions on vendor’s use of, and access to, data

• Sunset issues

• Minimum insurance requirements
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)

• Support & Maintenance
 Describe, in detail, scope of support/maintenance services 

to be provided

• Confidentiality & Privacy
 Include comprehensive provisions to protect confidential 

information, including financial records, PHI & all patient 
information

 Incorporate customer’s Business Associate Agreement 
(BAA) by reference into a confidentiality section or attach 
as an exhibit to the agreement
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)

Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
 What are service level (uptime/downtime) guarantees for 

power availability, network availability, hardware 
availability, disaster recovery and (if applicable) application 
availability?

 Is the availability sufficient for your organization’s needs 
(e.g., is 99.9% or 99.999% available)?

 What are the remedies if vendor fails to meet the 
guarantee?  Are there service credits?  Include response 
times.

 Can you terminate the underlying agreement if vendor fails 
to perform after a specified number of occurrences?
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)

• Limitation of Liability & Damages
 Cap on direct damages – how computed

Make it mutual

 Consequential damages

 Carve-outs

 Vendor’s indemnification and confidentiality obligations 
(including HIPAA); and

Damages due to personal injury or death, including claims 
arising from vendor’s negligence or misconduct
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)
Indemnification
• Intellectual property infringement

• More important than ever due to increase in patent 
trolls & I. P. infringement-related claims

• Insist that vendor pay all costs, not just those 
“awarded” by a court

• Resist vendor’s efforts to require customer to 
assume liability for all third party claims brought 
against vendor
 Seek proportionate sharing of damages
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)

Indemnification (cont’d.)
• Often paired with disclamatory “practice of 

medicine” language

• Vendor claims it is simply providing a software 
“tool”

• Ignores reality that medicine is moving to clinical 
decision-support systems
 Clinicians encouraged to rely more and more upon 

software and hardware to practice medicine
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)
Indemnification (cont’d.)
• Healthcare providers who unwittingly assume 

vendors’ liability thinking it will be covered by their 
own liability or malpractice insurance may be in for 
rude awakening
 Most insurance policies exclude “assumed contractual 

liability”

• Ironically, vendors could easily solve the problem 
by obtaining their own insurance policies

• If hospital agrees to indemnify, it should be written 
very narrowly and limited only to the hospital’s own 
fault
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)

• Dispute Resolution
 Beware of binding arbitration

• Jurisdiction/Venue

• Termination
 Require transition assistance from vendor at agreed upon 

price for a specified period pre- and post-termination

 Assure that customer has ability to continue to use the 
software/system during reasonable transition period
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Cloud Contract (cont’d.)

Miscellaneous considerations
• Necessity of a BAA

• Include a force majeure clause with right to 
terminate the agreement if vendor’s force majeure 
event lasts more than 60 to 90 days, with full or 
prorata refund of all fees paid

• Provide for survival of specified terms after 
termination, e.g., confidentiality and indemnification 
provisions
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Discussion/Questions
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